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Mozart: Concert Arias for Tenor - Christoph Prégardien Songs . Mar 18, 2014 . As I walked home, it dawned on me that Domingo might be one of the very few tenors to have sung all of the tenor arias one might count among Arias for Tenor, Vocal Collection - Hal Leonard Online Italian Tenor Arias - Book/CD Sheet Music By Various (SKU: HL . Joseph Haydn Arias for Tenor for voice and piano Universal Edition Oct 8, 2014 . The Mozart arias are excellent, but definitely not in the bel canto genre . I've never actually been that impressed with Mozart's tenor arias.


This moderate tempo aria is ideal for a light lyric tenor! The character is the lovestruck Nemorino, and this opera song has been sung by many of the greats, including Luciano Pavarotti. “Lonely House” from Kurt Weill’s “Street Scene”. Weill’s music may be challenging to learn, but this haunting aria suits a young singer’s voice. This aria will also give a strong actor a chance to set himself apart from other tenors that just want to stand there and sound pretty. Want more song recommendations by voice type, beyond opera?